
Learning@Home grid 6 – Year 6                                                                                    Key - Purple Mash (PM), SeeSaw (SS) 
Everyday English  Maths Topic 

Reading  

Your challenge is to read for 15 

minutes each day and record this in 

your reading log on Purple Pash.  

Grammar – Using commas to clarify meaning  

Use the activity sheets called ‘Sentence Draw,’ 
‘Adding Commas’ and ‘Make Two Meanings’ to help 

you learn where to place commas in sentences.  

Decimals up to 2 decimals places 

Watch the video if you can. Then answer the worksheets 

and then mark and correct any answers using the answer 

sheets. 

History – Why are we still using Roman 

numerals in Britain until the 12
th

 century? 

See activity sheets provided 

Where do we still see Roman numerals? Why? 

Computer option 

Complete the Purple Mash 

Reading Journal Log 

 

PM 

Computer Option 

Watch this example to help you understand where to place 

commas https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrdyvk7   

 

Computer option 

Watch the seesaw video and complete the tasks 

Watch this video for more information  

https://youtu.be/gO7ggrT-cNY 

 

 

Computer option 

Watch the video and complete the tasks on 

seesaw 

 

 

 

Multiplication Practise 

Times tables up to 12x12. Remember 

to learn the related division facts 

English Spelling  

Using the sheet called ‘S.P.O.O.C.S Thesaurus,’ create 

your own thesaurus to match the given words at the 

word. It must be in alphabetical order, explain the 

word meaning and suggest a number of synonyms. 

Understand thousandths 

Watch the video if you can. Then answer the worksheets 

and then mark and correct any answers using the answer 

sheets. 

RE  - Compare two stories for the bible that 

demonstrate a Christian Value 

Use the bible stories provided and the lesson 

to help you retell a modern version of one of 

the stories. 

Computer option 

Use Purple Mash Monster 

Multiplications to race or 

TableToons 

PM 

 

Computer option  

Use https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/ to help you find the 

definitions and synonyms. Share with us on the Seesaw app.  

Computer option 

Watch the seesaw video and complete the tasks 

Watch this video for more information  

https://youtu.be/mbZHJdpX1S0 

 

 

Computer option 

Watch the video and complete the tasks in 

seesaw 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zcyr87

h  

 

 

It would be great to see your work.  

 

If you can - post 

it to Purple 

Mash using the 

class display board (called Year 6 

Canterbury and Rochester)  

 

 

On Seesaw we have posted 

a version of the lessons we 

are completing at school. 

Take a look and record your learning 

on Seesaw to be marked.  

 

Remember it will not go up straight 

away, as a teacher will need to check 

it first. 

 

 

If you get stuck use Purple 

Mash 2email to email your 

teacher with any 

questions 

 

 Log on to the 

Spelling Shed and complete the 

games.  

 

English Reading 

Read through the text called ‘The Stone People’ and 

answer the mixed VIPERS questions. 

Three Decimal Places 

Watch the video if you can. Then answer the worksheets 

and then mark and correct any answers using the answer 

sheets. 

 

Design Technology – What materials are 

houses build from? 

Take a photo or draw two different houses. 

Compare then identifying with labels the 

differences such as design, materials used, 

colour height styles etc 

Computer option 

Access Seesaw to hear this being read and respond 

to the questions online.  

PM Computer option 

Watch the seesaw video and complete the task 

Watch this video for more information  

https://youtu.be/Yfn2PtNilTU 

 

 

Computer option 

This task might be easier on Seesaw 

 

English Writing – Writing a Recount  

Continuing with our S.P.O.O.C.S theme, use the task 

sheet called “A Failed Attempt” to help you create a 

recount of a failed attempt to catch one of the ghosts 

at the Tudor House. A model log book entry is also 

included. 

Multiply and Divide by 10, 100, 1000 (day 1) 

Watch the video if you can. Then answer the worksheets 

and then mark and correct any answers using the answer 

sheets. 

MFL – French – How might you be feeling? 

Write a few sentences in French about how 

you are feeling. Then add an image linked to 

that sentence. (If you know another language 

you culd add that into your work as well. 

Computer option 

The video inspiration will be posted on Seesaw for 

you to watch and respond to. Use 

Blank_chapterbook set as a 2Do to write your own 

log book entry. 

PM 

 

Computer option 

Watch the seesaw video and complete the task 

Watch these video for more information  

https://youtu.be/csY3fy_CTLs and 

https://youtu.be/VZlj_5YU-94 

 

 

Computer option 

Watch the seesaw video and complete the 

tasks 

Watch these video for more information  

https://youtu.be/-OB_xX9mYio  

 

English Writing – Non-Chronological Report  

Use the task sheet called “Ghost and Ghouls 

Encyclopaedia” to write a report on ghosts spotted at 

the Tudor mansion. A model text has been included 

to help you lay out your own text. 

Multiply and Divide by 10, 100, 1000 (day2) 

Watch the video if you can. Then answer the worksheets 

and then mark and correct any answers using the answer 

sheets. 

Science – Healthy Life Styles 

By looking through the information slides. 

We’d like you to take notes and produce a 

leaflet or information fact sheet about how to 

keep healthy.  

Computer option  

Complete the ‘Ghosts and Ghouls’ template on 

Purple Mash. 

PM Computer option 
Watch the seesaw video and complete the tasks 

Watch these video for more information  

https://youtu.be/csY3fy_CTLs and 

https://youtu.be/VZlj_5YU-94 

 

 

Computer option 

Use the NHS website 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/ 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/ 

You could use Purple Mash – the to do called 

Healthy Living 
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